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Faculty members may continue to have regular access to electronic/digital resources after retirement when visiting the HBLL. Unlimited access from outside the library is not permitted due to contracts between the library and content providers. Under certain conditions, however, those who wish to continue research/teaching activities in retirement may be granted continued off-site access:

- Retired faculty members may continue to have off-site (outside of the HBLL) access to electronic/digital resources for a twelve-month period. This transitional period allows a retiring faculty member time to finish research and publication activities.
- A retired faculty member may request continued off-site access to these resources beyond the initial twelve-month period. A written request should be made through the department chair that documents ongoing connection to the university, such as a research project or teaching.
- By making use of the continued tuition benefit, retired faculty can enroll in a course (including audit) and thereby gain remote access to most electronic/digital resources.